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EDITORIAL
When It Comes to
Government Affairs, We
All Have a Role to Play
You don’t need me or anyone else to tell you
about the joys of living in uncertain times. But
while change is all around us, there are still some
things that remain the way they always have.
Case in point: government’s impact on business.
Every day, well before we open the doors and turn
on the lights, government—federal, state and local—is already hard at work in our organizations
and defining what we can and cannot do, how we
can and cannot do it and what it will cost.
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Sometimes, the government’s hand is highly visible—as anyone who has had to meet a monthly
payroll can testify. But all too often, it is hidden
until it’s too late, particularly if you’re a small business. Most of us simply don’t have the time or
resources needed to identify potentially onerous
laws or regulations and even if we could, there’s
not a lot we can do about it on our own.
That’s why an organization like NOPA is so important and why it deserves the support of the
entire Independent Dealer Channel.

Texas Dealer Perry Office Plus
Celebrates 95 Years in Business
Perry Office Plus has been “making workdays better since 1920,” and this
year marks the Temple, Texas-based dealer’s 95th anniversary.
“Perry Office Plus was started by a couple of guys who wanted to get into the
printing business,” says owner Harry Macey. “It was originally called American Printing, and they sold a few office products on the side.”
Through the years, Perry Office Plus changed hands several times and Harry
purchased the company in 1994. He credits his employees as the reason the
company has enjoyed its longevity.
“We have incredible people who go above and beyond to do whatever they
need to make it happen,” he says. “We’ve also drawn a lot of community support. People like to shop local and our good reputation has helped.”
Harry believes Perry Office Plus will be around for many more years to come.
As the market continues to shift, and paper and toner decrease as an overall

Last month, NOPA held a special “Capitol Hill
Day” event in Washington, DC, that provided an
opportunity for members to visit with their elected officials and argue their case on key issues.
The scope of the program for that meeting tells a
compelling story about just what’s at stake here.
An expanded small business role in government
procurement was part of the agenda. But so was
estate tax reform, the Internet sales tax, competing
with pseudo small business pass-throughs, healthcare reform, minimum wage increases and more.
It would be nice if issues like these didn’t impact
the financial well being of you and your company
but they do. That’s what makes support of NOPA’s
government affairs program so critical.
We all have a role to play when it comes to making sure NOPA’s voice on Capitol Hill is heard loud
and clear and if we don’t accept that role—with
our checkbooks and by participating in the association’s lobbying events—we’ll only have ourselves to blame for the consequences.
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TECHNOLOGY THAT
EMPOWERS YOUR
BUSINESS.
NOW YOUR CUSTOMERS CAN STOCK UP

ANYTIME, ANYWHERE!
Now with ONE-CLICK approvals!

“

OfficeShopper incorporates the
tools from our online store into
a simple, easy to use app with
scan-to-order features for our
customer’s convenience.”
Julianna Marttila, J2 Office Products

866.374.3221

www.ecisolutions.com

ECi and the ECi Red Box are trademarks or registered trademarks of eCommerce Industries, Inc.

info@ecisolutions.com
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part of the business, he plans to expand into new categories.
“We’re looking into acquisitions and all opportunities to grow,”
he says. “We want to spread our footprint and get the word out
that we’re a local company with strong roots.”

GA Independent Malone Office
Environments Invests in the
Future by Supporting Local
Schools
Columbus, Georgia-based Malone Office Environments was
named Partner-at-Large of the Year for their successful leadership of the Box Tops for Education project. In fact, their efforts
resulted in three local schools winning national prizes.
“Our criteria is to enrich the lives of the students and develop and
enrich the faculty experience,” says Daune Judah, who handles
product sales and client relations. “Since all of our schools are
on limited budgets, our platform is to promote Box Tops for Ed-

ucation so that schools can benefit from the money they receive
by turning in Box Tops.”
Throughout the year, Malone Office Environments promotes office products with Box Tops to entice customers to collect them.
Drivers will pick up the Box Tops from non-school customers and
distribute them to the schools.
Their efforts don’t stop there, though. The company participates
in a local United Way program called “Stuff the Bus,” collecting
backpacks and office products for children who need them. And
in November, they promoted a national contest that awarded six
schools 800 reams of paper and 10,000 Box Tops.
“We encouraged schools to send in a 30-second video about
how they would use the paper and Box Tops,” says Daune.
“Our school district submitted the top video and another school
placed in the top six and was awarded the 800 reams of a mixture of colored, white and card stock paper as well as the 10,000
Box Tops.”
“Giving back to our community has always been important to
our company and every individual employee at Malone Office,”
Daune says. “It is a way that we can stand out above the big box

continued on page 6 >>

IT’S LIKE HAVING
THIS GUY
WATCHING OVER YOUR
CUSTOMER’S BUSINESS
Each year, in the U.S., several thousand office fires occur,
but it won’t take a fire to ruin your customer’s business.
Theft can destroy their hard work faster and quieter than fire,
water or explosion damage. The Phoenix family of products
protects your customer’s files from whatever might threaten
their business…even dragons.
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Avery Facilities
Maintenance Solutions
®

For more great solutions
Visit us at SPR ABC Show
Booth 465

"Keeping a large facility operating safely and efficiently is a big job.
Avery offers a variety of practical products like Durable labels
that resist moisture, and Ultralast™ binders that are

tear-resistant, to help me manage and organize day-to-day
operations and communicate critical information clearly."

©2015 Avery Products Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks of Avery Products Corporation.
Personal and company names and other information depicted on samples are fictitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.

Learn more about Avery innovative solutions, templates and support at

avery.com/print
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stores. I think it is the purest form of marketing. You get a chance
to network with people that you have a chance to do business
with and make a difference right here in your back yard.”

AL Dealer OEC Finds an
Abundance of Ways to Go Green
Mobile, Alabama independent dealer OEC recently received an
Environmental Stewardship Award from Partners for Environmental Progress (PEP) for its earth-friendly practices. The award
is given to PEP members that demonstrate innovative environmental best practices in manufacturing, construction, engineering, conservation or restoration.
Executive vice president Gerri Kennedy-Holland says OEC made
the decision to be a good steward of the community five years
ago. “In 2010 we began discussing ways that OEC could make
a difference in our community even though we are just a small
business,” she recalls.
“We made the decision back then to launch a project that focused on improving our environment by reducing our carbon
footprint and reducing our contribution to our landfills.”

To date, OEC has implemented several green initiatives. The
company collects plastic bottles from the break room and delivers them to the local recycling center, reducing waste to landfills. They repurpose incoming cardboard boxes and use them to
package outgoing orders. They also ask customers to return the
boxes with their drivers so they can be reused as many times as
possible.
For cardboard that cannot be reused, OEC has a collection bin
behind the warehouse that is regularly emptied at a local recycle
center or donated for community projects.
OEC also recycles metal furniture components that come back
from customers and the company returns used pallets to their
distribution centers for reuse in their outgoing shipments.
“We have reduced the number of wood pallets being sent to the
landfill each year by almost 10,000,” reports Gerri proudly. “This
also sets an example for our vendors and allows them to contribute to their own green initiatives.”
Going green has saved OEC some green, as well. The company restructured its delivery routes to increase fuel efficiency, decreasing the number of vehicles on the road and optimizing route

Providing custom office
products for nearly a
century!
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Roanoke Stamp & Seal Co. is
proud to partner with Xstamper
and is now offering in house
production of all industrial
Xstamper brand stamps!!!

25 MADISON AVE NE. ROANOKE, VA 24016
Tel 800.542.7454 • Fax 800.523.7330
www.roanokestamp.com • orders@roanokestamp.com
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UNIQUE

AS YOU

Make your mark with personalized stamps

Self-inking 2000 PLUS® stamps deliver amazing personalization potential:
• Transparent base for perfect image alignment
• One touch stamping; just press and print
• Handles infused with Microban to protect against bacteria
• Six sizes to choose from:
Printer 10, 20, 30, 40, 50 and 60
• A standard card (shown at left) is included, or you can go to my2000plus.com
to personalize your ImageCard™. See the video at http://bit.ly/2000PLUS to
get inspired!
Visit us at www.navitor.com/a/stamps or call 866.628.6868 for more
information on how Navitor can help create custom stamps and much more!
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patterns. This step reduced the carbon footprint from its trucks
by 20% and reduced fuel purchases by more than $1,000 per
month.
“We want to set an example for other small businesses to show
how you can be a good steward of the environment,” says Gerri.

TN Dealer Office Furniture
Concepts Turns to Craigslist to
Grow Sales
Chris Logan founded Office Furniture Concepts in Nashville in
2009, during the height of the recession. At the time he was selling office furniture door-to-door, making 50 cold calls a day, but
with the economy in freefall, he found more people wanting to
sell him their own unneeded furniture than to buy any new.
In true entrepreneurial fashion, Chris rented some storage units,
posted a few ads on Craigslist and started selling pre-owned
furniture.

SD Dealer Office Peeps Rolls Out
the Red Carpet to Spotlight New
Products
Watertown, S.D.-based Office Peeps recently rolled out the red
carpet for its customers—and we mean that literally—as part of
the festivities at its consumer event.
“’Red Carpet’ was the theme we chose, and we tried to create the feel of arriving at an important Hollywood event,” says
Joel Vockrodt, president. “We held our first show to celebrate 50
years in business in 2009. We want our shows to be a memorable branding experience for our customers.”
Office Peeps holds the show every three years, and this year
marked the company’s third event.
Joel says the show is designed to offer customers a broader
view of his business, giving them a chance to meet associates
and vendors and experience the products, services and hospitality that represent their company.

“Once we had three or four full units, we got a warehouse; it was
taking four hours to pull a job because we had so much stuff
packed into the storage units,” he says.
Today Office Furniture Concepts operates out of a 13,000-squarefoot warehouse and about 10% to 15% of its annual sales come
from Craigslist.
“Once we get them in they often become a regular customer,”
he says, but selling on Craigslist has its drawbacks. “For every
one good customer, you’ll deal with seven to eight bad ones.
Understand that you may waste time, but if you have somebody
part-time dedicated to posting ads and taking calls it’s worth it.”
Chris also cautions that people will try to low-ball you. He prices
the furniture lower than market value, with an end goal of getting
the person to become a long-term customer.
A few years ago, a customer whose office had been downsized
from 25 to three purchased cubicles from Chris via Craigslist.
When his corporate office decided it was time to ramp up its
Nashville presence and hire 125 employees, he called Office Furniture Concepts.
“We serviced the whole account,” he reports happily. “It’s success stories like that that keep us posting ads on Craigslist. It
may be the exception to the rule, but it’s worth it.”

“Our many vendors help expose our customers to the huge variety of products and services we offer—we are already seeing
a jump in interest of those products featured at the show,” he
says. “It is too early to quantify the result in sales, though. Perhaps the most important result is that we are able to make a very
strong connection with our customers that can lead to a deeper
partnership.”
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TX Dealer Officewise Purchases
Fellow Independent Baker
Office Products
Officewise, the largest business products and furnishings company in West Texas, is expanding its operation even more through
the acquisition of Baker Office Products.
Tommy Sansom, Officewise executive vice president and COO,
says he’s excited that two great companies are combining winning forces.
“The acquisition will increase our company sales by approximately 25%,” he says. “In addition to the sales growth, other
benefits will include the addition of highly valuable and experienced employees and increased market visibility in Lubbock.
We also benefit from utilizing best practices from both organizations.”
Officewise will operate out of both Lubbock stores for a few
months, then consolidate the operations at the Baker building.
Both companies have roots in the city dating back to the early
1900s.

Baker was attractive because it’s had success with its janitorial
category as well as its coffee segment, says Tommy.
“Our business is generally strong with growth in all categories,”
he says. “With the addition of Baker Office Products we expect
to gain significant market share in all supply categories and commercial furniture. We are very encouraged by the enthusiasm of
all our customers. They are positive and see the benefits of combining these two companies.”
Tommy says he highly values Baker’s employees. “They bring
enormous value to Officewise and our customers,” he says. “Together we will bring our collective experience and expertise to
our customers to solve real challenges in their workplaces.”

IL Dealer Garvey’s Office Products
Recycles for a (Very Good) Reason
In Niles, Illinois, the checkbook was open once again at Garvey’s
Office Products last month, as Bernie Garvey and his team donated close to $10,000 from its first-quarter Recycle for a Rea-

continued on page 12 >>
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AOPD Gives You
the Best of Both Worlds

AOPD specializes in office products contracting opportunities.
Our customers enjoy the benefits of a national corporate purchasing
program and the tremendous advantages of working with local
committed dealers.
With hundreds of contracts – including those with National Cooperative
Purchasing Alliance (NCPA), a leading national public sector government
purchasing cooperative, and Premier, one of the nation’s largest group
purchasing alliance with over 100,000 members – we prove it every day.

When it comes to attaining the best of both
worlds, AOPD connects the pieces of the puzzle.
AOPD Corporate Location
1652 E. Main Street, Suite 220
St. Charles, Illinois 60174
630.761.0600 | Fax 630.761.0691 | www.aopd.com
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son initiative to The Resurrection Project (TRP), an organization
that offers programs that build strong communities.

teries, electronics and corrugated cardboard.
“We collect these things from customers, turn them into cash,
and donate the cash to a local charity every quarter,” Bernie explains.
The program was launched when customers started asking what
they could do with the money they received from cartridges.
“They wanted to get store credit, but we thought that was too
much of an administrative nightmare,” says Bernie. “We implemented this program and to date, we’ve raised over $185,000.”
Garvey’s chooses a different nonprofit each quarter, with drivers
and sales reps helping to get the word out. Some organizations
are customers and others come from customer suggestions.
“A lot of companies charge to pick up used equipment, but we
provide this as a nice benefit to our customers,” explains Bernie.

Bernie reports Garvey’s started the program six years ago by
collecting funds received from recycling toner cartridges. The
dealership later expanded the recycling program to include batPentel_idealerJuneAd.pdf

1

5/13/15

Recycle for a Reason also promotes customer loyalty, he adds.
“It’s something that costs to us a little to do,” he says. “It slows
our drivers down, but we like the way that it ties us into community. Our competition can’t or won’t do it.”

11:23 AM
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Utah’s ROSI Office Products and
Idaho’s Office Value Announce a
Merger
Salt Lake City-based ROSI Office Products and Office Value in
Meridian, Idaho, have merged Both companies are strong market
leaders in their respective territories and by joining forces they
figure to tap into economies of scale and further leverage their
respective strengths.
Founded in 1995, ROSI Office Products focuses on office products, other business products and furniture. President Becky
Harlin credits her company’s success to a desire to provide customers with competitive pricing as well as local, personal service
Office Value was launched in 1991, using converted bread delivery vans to bring office products door-to-door. Since then, the
company has expanded into three locations. The merger allows
the companies to deliver a broader, deeper range of products to
its customers, as well as increase the purchasing power of the
two dealers.
“This merger is the most exciting thing we have ever done at
ROSI,” said Becky. “Combining the two companies will help us
serve existing and new customers with a better mix of products,
even better competitive pricing and expanded services. Plus we
get to keep the same amazing account managers and customer
service personnel, so it’s a win-win for our community.”

CA Dealer Gorilla Stationers
Acquires GZMOE.com

“The main attraction was the brand in the e-tail space,” she says.
“GZMOE’s branding and website traffic is impressive. At Gorilla we have a young, fun, millennial environment. Creativity and
e-commerce growth is behind that and GZMOE fits right in.”
The e-commerce space is important to millennial customers,
who like to purchase products online, Rosemary points out. Gorilla will focus efforts on e-commerce in B2B and B2G (government) spaces.
The acquisition of GZMOE is already paying off, she reports. “In
April we had a 50% increase in utilization of our website,” she
says happily. “We are seeing continual increases in e-commerce,
and decreases in traditional fax and phone orders. We’re also
seeing more customers choosing our website’s chat feature. It’s
a great way to engage customers.”
Gorilla and GZMOE are currently operating as separate entities,
but Rosemary is looking forward to combining the brands in the
future.
“It’s a unique time for independent dealers—we have a tremendous opportunity due to what’s happening on the acquisition
front among the big boxes,” she contends. “We’re looking for
additional opportunities in the right markets, such as tech, janitorial and promotional. It’s the direction of the industry for independent dealers.”

IL Dealer Midwest Office
Hosts a Volunteer Fair

Also hitting the acquisition trail recently was Irvine, California-based Gorilla Stationers. President Rosemary Czopek and
her team gave their web presence a nice boost by acquiring
GZMOE.com, also Irvine-based, a dealership that specializes in
tech and business accessories.
“We’re beyond excited to be working with this creative, fun-loving brand,” said Rosemary. “Our customers will be able to experience the trademark, attentive service and easy-to-navigate
functionality of Gorilla Stationers while discovering an intuitive
and imaginative website through GZMOE.”
Rosemary says GZMOE’s infrastructure and brand presence
were two reasons why she pursued the acquisition. Some of its
product mix will be new to Gorilla in the technology space, as
well.

continued on page 16 >>
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UNITED STATIONERS IS NOW ESSENDANT.
The future just got brighter.
Today, we are more than just a wholesaler. We are more than just office products. Simply put, we are the fastest and
most convenient solution for workplace essentials. And we are committed to bringing you more. Our transformation
to one platform will make it easier to access whatever you need to enable your growth. Combined with enhanced
digital services that allow you to sell more online. All delivered by a dedicated group of experts with one purpose—to
help you succeed. Learn more about our Business & Facility Essentials at Essendant.com.
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Midwest Office loves being involved in its Springfield, Illinois
community and last month, it added to an already impressive
track record in that area when it hosted the Young Springfield
Professionals Network (YSPN) Volunteer Opportunities Fair.
“Our 12,000-square-foot furniture showroom was transformed
into a venue for various non-profit organizations from the community to show attendees how easy it is to incorporate volunteerism into their lives,” says Steve DeMarco, president.
Participating organizations included Family Communication
Centers, Habitat for Humanity of Sangamon County and ReStore, Mini O’Beirne Crisis Nursery, Big Brothers Big Sisters,
Rotary Club of Springfield, Alzheimer’s Association and Ronald
McDonald House Charities of Central Illinois.
Steve reports two Midwest Office employees are involved in
YSPN, a professional development and networking group for
young professionals, and he was happy let them use the store
for this event.
“This is the first time we’ve hosted an event like this,” he says.
“We’re always trying to help out our community and some of
these charities. The fair was very successful. Over 100 people
showed up, and the majority had never been to our store before.”

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY
WITH EASE
At Tennsco, we understand your
hurdles and offer you affordable
storage solutions with on-time
delivery and superior customer
support. With a wide variety of
quality products to choose from,
we have a solution for you, so
you can get back to business.
Now, that’s Storage Made Easy.

1-800-251-8184
www.tennsco.com
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PAPER because
it’s another way to buy local.

Local businesses and communities thrive when they support each other. It’s how the
paper industry currently supports over 377,000 manufacturing jobs in North America alone.
To help local businesses and communities in your area grow, ask for paper products made
in North America. To learn more, visit PAPERbecause.com.

SECRETS OF SUCCESS

Reike Office Interiors - Elgin, IL
Just Do What Your Customers Tell You To Do
n Key management: Todd Rieke, owner and CEO;
Melissa Dotson, president and CFO;
Miguel Martinez, VP of operations;
Colleen Baader, director of design;
Carol Nelson, VP of human resources.
n Products: Office furniture; kitchen, breakroom and
healthcare millwork; custom furniture products and
flooring.
n Founded: 1992
n Annual sales: $16 million

Todd Rieke has never been your typical office furniture dealer. His career
started out conventionally enough, working for a couple of contract furniture dealers in the Chicago area and then setting up his own rep organization. And when he opened Rieke Office Interiors in Elgin, Illinois in 1992,
Plan A was to operate on a traditional dealer model.
Rieke’s customers, however, had other ideas. “When I opened my dealership, I got on the phone and started talking to end users,” he recalls.
“They told me, ‘We don’t need any new furniture but we’ve got a ton of

n Employees: 70

continued on page 20 >>
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The KITS collaborator™ is the registered trade mark and product of KiSP, Inc.

All of a sudden you’re the “Go to” place
for office furniture.
The KITS collaborator™ gives you the power to show and sell.
Selling more office furniture can be difficult with a limited retail footprint. We just changed the game. Now you can show your customers a
huge range of furniture ideas and pricing, right from your iPad. Everything’s available with instant access to all your current furniture catalogs
- desks, chairs, tables and complete furniture systems. Using your iPad you can quickly present your ideas, add and remove items easily
and intuitively and then save your selections. Everything is fully rendered with stunning photo-realism. Priced, itemized and ready to share
with your customer.

Buy it Today!
Simply call or contact our sales department.
Set up takes about 3 minutes and you’re
ready to go.
Request a web demonstration right now >

416 499 2457 ext. 2720

SECRETS OF SUCCESS
old stuff we’ve been storing for years and
if you can take it away at no charge, that
would be awesome!’”
Twelve months later, Rieke was working
out of 80,000 sq. ft. of warehouse space
and buying trucks and adding employees simply to keep up. Not every piece
of furniture that came in, however, was in
prime condition and that sent Rieke and
his fledgling operation off in another direction.
“My used furniture business created an
immediate need to reupholster, repaint
and repair or replace work surfaces and
so we got into refurbishing,” he remembers. By the end of the first two years,
Rieke and his team were also making their
own tops, which led to making other furniture items, which led to a growing custom business and eventually to their own
product lines.

JUNE 2015

continued from page 18
Fast forward to today and Rieke is not sure
quite what to call what he does. “You can
consider us a manufacturer who sells direct or a hybrid office furniture dealer who
happens to make all their own products,”
he says. However you describe them,
though, the word successful is bound to
show up sooner or later.
The business today operates out of a
150,000 square foot facility that is home
to some 70 employees. In addition to a
product offering that includes the standard office mix plus healthcare, kitchen
and breakroom millwork, Rieke Office
Interiors also offers full design services
(which they usually charge for) and a separate flooring division.
Sales this year are on track to top $16 million, Rieke reports, double what they were
during the worst of the Great Recession
back in 2008. And, he maintains, the best
is very much still to come.

INDEPENDENT DEALER

“I’m very excited about where I see us
going,” he says. The addition of design
director Colleen Baader has sent that
side of the business into overdrive while
the company’s 52-25 Challenge—a commitment to bring to market 25 completely new and innovative products every 52
weeks—has provided a compelling point
of differentiation.
“Our 52-25 Challenge has given new
energy and confidence to our reps and
shown our clients they’re dealing with a
very creative organization that can make
their own office space look super-cool in
a way that our competitors simply can’t
match,” Rieke proclaims.
“None of this was planned,” he admits
with a wry smile. “We listened to our customers and went where they told us to
go.” Sounds simple, doesn’t it?
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IndustryNEWS
Office Depot to Pay $3.4 Million Civil Penalty for Failure
to Report Defective Office Chairs
The U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) last month announced that Office Depot has agreed to pay a $3.4 million
civil penalty to settle agency charges that
it knowingly failed to report, as required by
federal law, defects and an unreasonable
risk of serious injury involving
two of its office chair lines,
the Quantum and the Gibson.
The seatbacks of both
models failed, resulting in
multiple back and other injuries, the CPSC said.
The agency said Office Depot received dozens of reports of seatback failures and related
injuries involving both the Quantum
chairs and the Gibson chairs.
Office Depot never reported the Quantum chair
hazard to CPSC, and
reported the Gibson
chair hazard only after
receiving a request from staff, the agency said.
By the time the Quantum chair and the Gibson
chair were recalled, Office Depot had received 33 and
153 reports, respectively, of seatback detachment
from the chairs, and 14 and 25 reports, respectively,
of injuries, some requiring medical attention.
Office Depot sold about 150,000 Quantum chairs
nationwide between May 2006 and August 2009 for
about $350 each and about 1.4 million Gibson chairs
nationwide between 2003 and 2012 for about $40
each.
“When a company has received information about
nearly 200 incident reports and more than 35 injuries yet fails to report to CPSC as required by law,
JUNE 2015
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as Office Depot did, there must be accountability,”
commented CPSC chairman Elliot Kaye.
“Office Depot failed to report serious incidents to
CPSC immediately, as the law clearly requires. More
importantly, Office Depot failed to take responsibility and care for the safety of their customers …It is
my hope that with an internal compliance program
in place, in addition to the penalty, Office Depot will
closely adhere to CPSC’s vital product safety reporting laws and demonstrate that they genuinely put
consumer safety first and foremost.”
This is hardly the first time Office Depot has had problems with the CPSC related to the quality and reliability of its seating products.
Problems with the Gibson chair first surfaced as early
as 2006, according to the Safety Research & Strategies product safety research organization.
Last year, Office Depot issued a recall of the Gibson chairs due to a fall hazard. That recall covered
some 1.4 million units and according to the CPSC,
the mounting plate weld on the chair could break and
separate the seat from the base of the chair, posing a
fall hazard to consumers.
In 2012, Office Depot announced a recall for its Biella
Leather Desk Chair at the request of the Consumer
Product Safety Commission (CPSC), because, the
Commission said, the chairs posed a fall hazard to
consumers. The Bellia recall affected 307,000 units.
Also in 2012, Office Depot recalled its Realspace
Soho Prestigio High-Back Leather Chair because the
product posed fall and injury hazards to consumers
due to the risk of the seat plate breaking.
That chair was another Office Depot exclusive and
prior to the recall, about 8,400 of them had been sold
in Office Depot stores and online.

continued on page 24 >>
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Postal Workers Union Calls on FTC
to Reject Staples-Depot Deal
The American Postal Workers Union last
month filed a formal objection with the
Federal Trade Commission (FTC) to the
proposed deal by Staples to purchase Office Depot.
The union said the FTC should reject the
deal in the same way they rejected the
two companies’ previous merger effort in
1996 on the grounds that it would result
in a monopoly situation and higher prices
for consumers.

Office Depot stockholders are due to vote
on the acquisition at its annual stockholder meeting on June 19. The FTC is expected to issue its ruling on the deal before the
end of the year.

United Stationer’s Joe Templet
Named 2016 City of Hope Honoree
United Stationers senior vice president
Joe Templet has been selected by the
City of Hope’s National Business Product
Council as its 2016 Spirit of Life honoree.

The union charged that the deal would
also negatively affect small businesses
and state and local government agencies.

Templet’s nomination follows the recent
resignation of United’s president and CEO
Cody Phipps, who was initially named
2016 Spirit of Life honoree.

The union also said the proposed merger
would impact minority households disproportionately because they are more likely
to not have access to the Internet that
would allow them to shop competitively.

Templet has been a long-time supporter of City of Hope and its mission and is
a recent inductee to its Hall of Fame for
his unwavering commitment and philanthropic leadership.
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“There isn’t an individual more deserving
of this honor than Joe, who is universally
respected in our industry and truly
embodies the values and virtues of this
honor,” said Jamie Fellowes, chair of the
National Business Products Council.

continued on page 26 >>
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Templet sees the nomination as an opportunity to be a catalyst
in United’s longstanding support of City of Hope, which Phipps
also perpetuated.

Under Mundt’s direction, AOPD grew to include 81 dealers and
affiliates with 179 locations throughout the U.S., Canada and
Australia.

“Cody was a tremendous advocate of City of Hope. I plan to carry that same vigor and tenacity in support of Steve Sakumoto’s
campaign this year and into the future,” Templet said.

Mundt will receive his award at a special Awards Dinner on
Thursday, October 1 as part of the 2015 BSA Forum. The Forum
takes place September 30–October 1 at the Loews Atlanta Hotel.

Templet added that he is “deeply honored” to be given the recognition and “humbled” to follow in the footsteps of industry greats
such as John Fellowes, Irwin Helford, Jack Miller, Ron Shaw and
Jess Beim.

For more information, contact BSA headquarters or visit their
website.

BSA to Honor AOPD’s Bud Mundt with 2015
Leadership Award

Office Partners Fishing Tournament Nets
More Funds for Two Worthy Causes

The Business Solutions Association (BSA) has named M.C. Bud
Mundt, the retiring executive director of American Office Products Distributors (AOPD), as the recipient of this year’s Business
Solutions Association Leadership Award.
“Bud is clearly
a leader in our
industry,” said
BSA president Jim
O’Brien, S.P. Richards Co. “Not only
is he respected for
his professionalism
and his leadership
qualities, he is a
longtime advocate
and friend to the
business products
community.”
Mundt’s industry
career, which has
spanned more than 46 years, began with 3M in Los Angeles in
1969.
He held various executive management positions within 3M’s
office products division for 21 years before transitioning to the
dealer side of the industry in 1990 when he began working for
Miller Business Systems in Dallas. While with Millers, Mundt
served as vice president of sales for eight years.
In 1999, he began his own consulting business for independent
dealers before returning to a corporate position with AOPD in
2004.
Mundt served as the company’s full-time executive director,
playing a key leadership role for the world’s largest network distributor of office products.
JUNE 2015

Members of Office Partners and their friends were once again
out on the water and fishing in support of a good cause recently,
as the dealer group held its annual Bass Fishing Tournament for
City of Hope and the Children’s Hospital of Alabama.
Now in its fifth year, the event took place at Dream Lake Lodge,
one of the top bass fishing locations in the country, and raised
some $10,000 for City of Hope and $6,000 for cancer research at
the Children’s Hospital of Alabama.
Special kudos go to Amax’s Carol Palmisano and Scott Kor from
the Myers Brazell rep group who sailed away with trophies for
hauling in the largest fishes.

AOPD, DPCG and TriMega DSC Announce Details of
Combined 2016 Meeting
Following last year’s announcement of plans by American Office Products Distributors, TriMega DSC, and Direct Purchasing
Catalog Group (DPCG) to collaborate on a combined 2016 Annual Meeting, the three groups last month released details of the
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event’s date and location.
“Kinetic 2016 – the momentum of success” will take place March 13-17, 2016
at the Hyatt Regency Hill Country Resort
Hotel in San Antonio, with DPCG attendees staying on for an additional day until
March 18.
Commented AOPD executive director
Bud Mundt, “A lot of time has already
been devoted to bringing these three
groups together for this mega meeting.
We’ve still got quite a bit of work to do
but we believe this is going to be a great
meeting.”
Added TriMega president Mike Maggio,
“We are truly excited about taking this
step for our industry and are confident
that this joint meeting will achieve our
goal of saving significant time and monetary expense for our supplier partners and
dealer members alike.”
Said Jay Godwin of DPCG, “The office
products industry is changing drastically.
The 2016 group event positively responds
to this change in a way that benefits everyone involved.”
More details about the event including
agenda, programs and registration will be
released closer to the event.

United Stationers Names
Board Member Robert B. Aiken
Jr. Interim Chief Executive
Officer Following Cody Phipps
Resignation
Wholesaler United Stationers last month
announced the appointment of Robert B.
Aiken Jr., 52, a member of its board of directors, as interim president and chief executive officer.
United said Aiken succeeded P. Cody
Phipps, who resigned as president and
chief executive officer to pursue another
opportunity.

United said its board has established a
search committee to find a permanent
chief executive officer. The search process will include a full review of internal
and external candidates, United said.
“Bob Aiken is an accomplished executive and proven leader with significant
strategic, merchandising and operations
experience, and we are grateful that he
has agreed to step in to lead the company
through this transition,” commented United board chairman Charles Crovitz. “Bob
understands our business well and we are
confident in his ability to work closely with
our strong management team and committed employees to drive execution of
our strategy.”
Subsequently, Owens & Minor, a $9.4
billion distributor of medical and surgical
supplies based in Richmond, Virginia, announced the appointment of Phipps as its
new president and chief executive officer,
effective July 1.

Carolina Wholesale Group and 3D
Systems Announce Distribution
Partnership
Carolina Wholesale Group, parent company of Carolina Wholesale and Arlington
Industries, announced last month it has
partnered with 3D Systems as national
distribution partner of 3D Systems’ consumer 3D printing products.
Carolina Wholesale and Arlington Industries are now national distributors of 3D
Systems’ Cube and CubePro hardware
and supplies to their dealer network
throughout the U.S.
Arlington Industries and Carolina Wholesale will inventory 3D Systems products
in their California, Illinois, Pennsylvania,
North Carolina, and Georgia distribution
centers.

ECi Names Amy Brown Director
of Strategic Services for Its Office
Products Div., Announces FMAudit
Integration with PrintReleaf
Software

Dealer technology provider ECi Software
Solutions last month announced that
Amy Brown has been named Director of
Strategic Services for the Office Products
Division.
Brown brings more than 20 years of office
products experience to her new position.
She most recently served as director of
sales for ECi’s Acsellerate.
Previously, she spent 15 years as the
sales director for a large independent in
Ohio, where she led her team to significant sales and margin growth.
Brown also had her own consulting business, helping dealers manage their sales
teams and implement processes for longterm success.
“It is great to have Amy on the team,” said
Andrew Morgan, president of ECi’s Office
Products Division. “Her relationships with
dealers and industry expertise will be an
asset to the division as we align our current and future product strategy with our
customers’ dynamic business goals.”

continued on page 30 >>
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Separately, ECi announced the integration of its FMAudit print
services management software with the PrintReleaf Exchange
software program (PRX).

Flash’s opportunity development manager, also offer low cost to
the dealer but they feature quality, value, and design that elevate
these chairs well above much of the company’s current offering.

Through PRX, dealers using FMAudit software can now connect
their end user customers’ printer environments to a network of
global reforestation projects to help them reduce their environmental impact.

For more information, visit www.flashfurniture.com or at NeoCon, stop by space 7-1106 on the seventh floor of Chicago’s
Merchandise Mart.

PRX integrates with FMAudit to take consumption figures measured by FMAudit and automatically convert them to the number
of trees consumed. That number is then sent to the reforestation
project of the customer’s choice and that many trees will then
be planted. According to PrintReleaf, one standard tree equals
8,333 sheets of paper.

Mayline Expands Medina Casegood Line

EDexpo 2016 Heads to Vegas to Celebrate
EDmarket’s 100th Anniversary
The Education Market Association (EDmarket) has announced
that its 2016 EDexpo convention and trade show will be held at
the Las Vegas Westgate Resort and Casino, March 9-11.
The organization said that its leadership had voted unanimously
to provide a stand-alone, under-one-roof event for the educational products dealer/supplier community in response to requests from both exhibitors and attendees.
“Las Vegas is an energizing location to celebrate EDmarket’s
100th anniversary,” commented EDmarket board chair Mark
Carlson. “EDexpo 2016 will focus on building profitable relationships, sharing new product ideas, and improving the effectiveness of the all important dealer channel — keys to propelling our
businesses and our association into the second century.”
For more information, visit www.edexpo.com.

Flash Furniture to Unveil New Line at
First Neocon Showing
Flash Furniture will be introducing a new selection of seating to
be marketed to the office dealer
channel when it makes its debut at
the upcoming Neocon show later
this month.
Best known for its ability to ship orders
the same day if received by 2:00 P.M.,
Flash’s origins are at the low end
of the seating price spectrum. Its
new chairs, says Barry Breibart,
JUNE 2015

Mayline has announced the expansion of its Medina laminate
casegood line to include straight line desks, reception stations
and 12’ and 14’ conference tables.
Medina uses an array of components that allow for a broad range
of workplace configurations from traditional U-shaped to open
concepts.
Mayline also announced two new laminate colors that will be
available next month—Textured Sea Salt and Textured Brown
Sugar—bringing to five the number of standard finishes available
for the Medina laminate line.

OfficeZilla Expands Into a Franchise
OfficeZilla, an office products reseller founded in 2012 and
based in Kennesaw, Georgia, has announced it is expanding its
business with the creation of a franchise arm.
The company was founded by a group of executives who previously were co-founders of Moe’s Southwest Grill, Cold Stone
Creamery, and Flip Flop Shops. There are currently 13 OfficeZilla
franchises to date, the company said.
For more information, visit www.officezilla.com.
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Phoenix Safe Now Listed on
MyResourceLibrary.com

The Highlands Group Rep
Organization Moves Into Canada

Phoenix Safe International has announced
it is now included with its own binder on
the MyResourceLibrary.com online product library.

The Highlands Group rep organization last
month announced it has entered into an
agreement with Guelph, Ontario-based
Lane Sales Development Group to form a
Canadian joint venture.

The binder provides detailed information
on the full Phoenix Safe product offering,
including retail pricing, the full Phoenix
Safe catalog and more.
Visit myresourcelibrary.com for more information

The new venture, to be known as The
Highlands Group Canada, will share office
space in Guelph with the Lane organization and be led by Brendan Lane, who
has 26 years’ experience in the business

products supply channel.
“We are very excited about expanding
our model to the Canadian market, commented Highlands Group president Rick
Morgan. “As we continue to increase our
international footprint, Canada will play a
key role in providing the vendors we represent with consistent North American
marketing and selling solutions.”

In Memoriam:
Daniel Hammond Durckel

Anthony C. Monaco

Dan Durckel, a long-time industry sales executive, died May
25 with his family at his side after a courageous nine-month
battle with renal cancer. He was 66.

Anthony C. “Tony” Monaco, who enjoyed a long and
distinguished career in sales for several industry
manufacturers, died April 27 in Lake Worth Florida. He was 61.

Dan spent his entire business career in the office products
industry where he had many friends. He worked for Ampad,
Vertiflex and the majority of his career with Newell Rubbermaid
(Sanford and Newell Office Products).

Tony began his office products industry career in early 1982 as
a sales representative for Shachihata (X-Stamper). He moved
to Aigner Index in 1985, shortly before it was acquired by
Avery Label.

He is survived by his wife of many years, Gail, son Greg,
daughter-in-law, Tiffany and two grandchildren.

Tony became a valued member of the Avery New York-Metro
sales team, serving as a key account manager within the New
York City market.

Former Newell Rubbermaid Sales Executive

Donations in Dan’s name can be made to the Kidney Cancer
Association at www.kidneycancer.org or Horizon Hospice &
Palliative Care at www.horizonhospice.org.

Former Avery and XStamper Sales Executive

James Bradley Hutchens

In 1995, he was promoted to the role of senior national
account manager (commercial and retail) for Avery Dennison
calling on Office Depot headquarters in Florida. In 2002 Tony
was again promoted, this time to Avery Dennison director of
sales for the Office Depot account.

Brad Hutchens, long-time sales manager at Zebra Pen
Company, died May 25 surrounded by his loving family after a
lengthy struggle against cancer. He was 52.

In 2005, Tony returned to Shachihata as its director of
commercial sales and stayed there until 2010, when he moved
to his final industry position as national account manager with
LC Industries.

Former Zebra Pen Sales Manager

Brad joined Zebra Pen in May 2007 and played an integral
role in the company’s success over the years. He was a true
professional in every sense of the word with an infectious
personality and a tremendous sense of humor.
He is survived by his wife, Kay; children Bailey Hutchens and
Cole Hutchens; mother Martha Egolf; father, L.B. Hutchens;
sister Carol Gillett, and brother Dan Hutchens. Brad’s wife,
Kay, has suggested that memorial donations in his name be
made via YOUcaring.
JUNE 2015

Tony was recognized by his internal teammates, the
customers that he called on and his peers within the industry
as a hardworking and trusted professional who always went
the extra mile. He was a good friend to many and will be
sorely missed. He is survived by his wife Katy, sister Gail
Dibiase, son Christopher and an infant granddaughter.
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NOPAnews

Strengthen NOPA by Joining an Association Committee
Did you know that the National Office
Products Alliance (NOPA) has several association committees on which you can
serve? As part of the Independent Office
Products and Furniture Dealers Association (IOPFDA), NOPA and its sister association, the Office Furniture Dealers Alliance
(OFDA), are always looking for representatives from member manufacturers and
dealerships who are willing to serve on one
of our committees.

Currently, the organization has several
committees, but the following are our most
popular:

Participation is not limited just to company
presidents. Anyone at a member company
of the association is welcome. If you possess a special skill that makes you an ideal
candidate or if you simply have an interest in getting active in the organization or
know someone who should be on one of
our committees, NOPA wants you!

• Regulatory & Legislative Affairs
Committee. Represents the Independent Dealer Community on major government issues that affect business
development and fairness.

• Executive Committee. Provides leadership to the association between our
board of director meetings and also
serves as a direct resource to the executive director to ensure operational
decisions are derived from the policy
platform, vision, mission and strategic
directions of the association.

• Finance Committee. Provides financial oversight for the association.

• Conference Committee. Assists the
association’s executive director in the
planning and implementation of the
association’s annual conference.
• The Scholarship Committee. Advises the IOPFDA board of directors on
the awarding of scholarships.
• Office Products Industry Data
Standards Committee (OPIDS).
Works with industry partners to rationalize product part numbers, units
of measure and images to develop a
standardization schema for the office
products industry.

NOPA is always looking for talented and
members to join our association committees. To learn more, visit www. iopfda.org
or send an email to info@iopfda.org.

NOPA Advocates in Defense of Your Business
Recently, NOPA representatives
traveled to D.C. and lobbied
on your behalf.
They urged Congressional
leaders to consider how:
Pass-throughs impact the industry
Tax reform can aid small business owners
Healthcare regulations impact employers
Data collection hurts dealers' business models
Changes to FSSI and GSA rules

Find out how you can get involved:
http://bit.ly/AdvocateToday
JUNE 2015
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Tax Reform May
Look to Balance the
Budget on the Backs
of Small Businesses
By Paul Miller, NOPA Director of Legislative and Regulatory Affairs

Summer is officially here in Washington, DC. It’s already in the ’90s, the humidity is rising
and partisanship still remains strong. At this time of year in the past we’d be shaking
our heads and asking why we elect people to represent us when they can’t accomplish
anything.
Well, this year things may be different. Already in the first half of 2015 the U.S. Senate
has passed more legislation (in a bipartisan way) than it did in all of 2013-2014.
I’m optimistic about what I’ve been seeing so far during this session of Congress. Legislation is moving and passing and members of Congress are crossing the aisle to work
with their colleagues on the other side, a trend that I hope will continue.
Some small business legislation has even passed earlier this year, something we don’t
see very often!
But before we get too excited, we need to focus on what’s coming down the road. As
everyone knows, the government is running very high deficits and Congress is looking
under every cushion for every nickel it can find to subsidize its annual budget.
On Capitol Hill, the hunt is on for every possible way to generate new revenues to help
pay for big ticket items like the expiring Highway Trust Fund. Why should you care about
this particular bill? It’s simple. Not only does this fund pay for our roads, but it is now the
possible vehicle to pass tax reform.
Congress recently passed a short-term patch to the Highway Trust Fund which keeps it
solvent until the end of the summer. Expect another patch to get Congress through until
the end of the year, when they hope to pass a long-term, six-year bill.
Unlikely as it sounds, all this is important for you and your business. The Highway Trust
Fund is one of those “must pass” bills and when you have a bill like that, members of
Congress will try to tie other issues to it in an effort to pass other key legislative priorities.
In this case, tax reform is very likely to be added.
In order for Congress to get a long-term transportation bill, they need new funding. To
get this new funding, the thinking in Congress is that fixing the tax code will generate the
money needed to replenish the Highway Trust Fund with a little left over to increase the
Department of Defense budget.
The big question is, can they really make this happen? Considering the lack of consensus on any of these issues to date, there are plenty of reasons to be skeptical. But

continued on page 36 >>
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also, there is nowhere else to turn at this
point and surely, the can cannot be kicked
down the road any longer.
So if we want a long-term transportation
bill before January 1, 2016, we are going
to likely have to pass some sort of tax reform.
Theoretically, at least, this should be good
news for you as business owners. But
don’t get too excited. When you look at
what’s being proposed, it’s not hard to argue that small businesses will once again
be left holding the bag on tax reform while
large corporations continue to get the big
breaks.
Small businesses are a major source of
economic growth and job creation, but
they are still struggling to recover from the
recession.
Comprehensive tax reform offers an excellent opportunity for Congress to create
an economic environment which helps
small businesses thrive.
By improving our tax system, Congress
can reduce the cost of doing business
and create a tax system that will support economic growth. Unfortunately, the
President’s plan, as it currenlty stands,
essentially penalizes you for being a small
business.
NOPA opposes what President Obama is
proposing. The President opposes lowering the tax rate for individuals but would
be willing to support lowering the corporate tax rate.
This is all well and good for large corporations, but does nothing to help small
businesses since most don’t file as corporations.
NOPA supports lowering individual tax
rates so that it helps “pass-through” small
businesses (not the same term used for
small businesses partnering with Staples).
If tax reform is going to be successful,
Congress needs to pass reforms that help
small business pass-throughs.
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Failure to do so will signal yet again, that
small business is not important and underscore that the lip service paid every
election cycle to the critical role small
businesses play in the economy is just
that—lip service.

porate tax rate is all well and good for
large corporations—though I might add
these are the same corporations that are
sheltering their money overseas—but it
continues to place more of the tax burden
on small, family-owned businesses.

NOPA supports the following principles
for tax reform:

Key Facts about pass-through businesses:

•R
 eform needs to include both
individual and corporate tax codes.
 ax rates on corporate and pass•T
through businesses should stay equal
and low.
•T
 ax reform should promote economic
growth and simplify the tax code.
•T
 ax reform should avoid picking
winners and losers based on their
industry type.
The majority of small businesses are organized as pass-through entities, which do
not pay the corporate income tax but instead, pay tax on business income at the
individual tax rate.
A pass-through entity is any company
that is organized as a sole proprietorship,
a partnership, LLC, or S Corporation. The
term “pass-through” comes from the way
the income earned by the business “passes through” to the owner.
Increasing the individual tax rate taxes the
capital the business relies on to purchase
new equipment, pay the salaries and benefits of workers and meet day-to-day expenses.
Pass-through businesses play an important role in the economy and have been
a growing source of entrepreneurship.
Therefore, the tax implications of choosing a pass-through entity should play a
major role in the tax reform debate.
While most discussions on tax reform are
about lowering the corporate tax rate,
tax reform should also include lowering
the individual tax rate to support passthrough businesses.

•P
 ass-through businesses employ
54% of all private-sector workers
(70 million). (Bob Carroll at Ernst &
Young)
•C
 orporate-only reform would raise
taxes on pass-through firms by 8%
per year ($27 billion) Note: 8% tax
hike does not include higher rates in
2013. (Bob Carroll at Ernst & Young)
So, when you hear people talking about
transportation and funding the Highway Trust Fund, my hope is you will pay
attention.
NOPA is working very hard with Rep.
Paul Ryan (R-WI), chairman of the House
Ways & Means Committee, and Sen. Orrin Hatch (R-UT), chairman of the Senate
Finance Committee, on solutions that
will get to the real tax reform Congress
is seeking, but that will also include relief
and support for small businesses, not just
large corporations.
If you’re not following what NOPA’s doing,
you may want to start. This issue will have
a huge impact on your business going forward and we want every small business to
be heard. Join with us today by supporting common-sense tax reform that supports small businesses.

As NOPA’s director of legislative and regulatory
affairs, Paul Miller is the association’s government
advocacy representative on Capitol Hill. Miller
represents NOPA and dealer interests before the
U.S. Government and key states; insisting on a
level playing field in contracting for independents
and protecting office products dealers’ business
against misguided government proposals. For more
information, visit www.iopfda.org/?page=Advocacy.

It is short-sighted for the President not
understand this. Simply lowering the corINDEPENDENT DEALER
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By Michael Chazin

While the market for office supplies continues to chug along, more progressive
dealers recognize that their future growth needs to be tied to product categories
beyond the basics. Most of the tablets being sold these days are digital in nature,
and independent dealers who continue to find growth are doing so with the help
of categories they would hardly have considered just a few short years ago.
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Complete
Fashions for the
Office
Kerr Office Group started out as a print
shop in Elizabethtown, Kentucky, more
than 75 years ago. Brian Kerr was hired as
general manager by the former owners in
1999 and bought them out in 2007. At the
same time he purchased another competing dealer in the area. Last November he
acquired another dealer in nearby Campbellsville.
Today the dealership sells a full line of
products including office products, copiers and contract furniture. It had been
selling contract furniture since the ‘70s,
but it wasn’t until the mid-’90s that those
sales were really emphasized.

ture sales to include window treatments,
carpeting and wall coverings. “I think that
all dealers look at those pieces when they
walk in, and they miss that they are not
doing it.”
It started with window treatments from
HunterDouglas. Kerr Office Group is a
dealer for HunterDouglas and sells the
complete line of window treatment, curtains, even bedspreads.
“We have all the books, and each window
treatment series probably has 20 or 30
different styles, colors, and fabrics,” says
Kerr. A showroom setup within the Kerr
facility features different blind stations
that customers can try. The Kerr furniture
installation team measures and installs
the blinds.
The other lines followed sort of naturally.
“We actually had been setting up the local
carpet store with sales and got to thinking
why don’t we do this our self.”

Managed Print
Offers Tailor-Made
Solutions
WJ Office in Boone, North Carolina, is a
full-line dealer that has developed a burgeoning business in managed print services. The company has established a
service it calls Printeq through its Digital
Imaging Division.
“Printing and copying needs are a high
priority for us,” explains Neville Chaney,
president. “We don’t simply sell machines, we right-size our customers’ printing fleets based on their needs. Our goal
is to maximize their document efficiency
by supplying them with tailor-made solutions.”

The sales force brings leads to the interior
designers. “They are more knowledgeable
when it comes to window treatments and
carpet and do a great job picking colors
and fabrics,” he says. “We couldn’t do
this without them.”

Once Kerr took over the dealership he realized the full range of opportunities available selling contract furniture and went
after it more aggressively. Today the dealership sells HON product as well as furniture from JSI and Sit-on-It Seating. Two
designers are on staff, and Kerr Office
also employees its own installation team.
Still Kerr wanted more. “We just wanted
to have those extra elements that went
along with the furniture we sold,” says
Kerr. That was when he expanded furni-

While firmly established in the contract
business it’s up to the sales reps to bring
up the topic of these additional categories. “When the reps are selling furniture
they might ask who is doing the carpeting
for the remodel or ask who will be picking
out window treatments,” says Kerr. They
use a brochure that calls out the dealership’s various capabilities.
“We can offer these different items to
them and still be competitive,” says Kerr.
“Most of the time we come in under the
carpet stores. For us it is an add-on so
we can be a little less expensive on the
same carpet. When it goes into our whole
package it helps our profit mix.”

Using a data collection engine installed
on its customers’ premises, WJ measures
how many prints each device produces
over time, along with toner levels, and
provides just-in-time toner delivery as well
as break-fix capabilities.
Two programs are offered. The comprehensive program operates on a cost-perpage model that covers toner and fixes
equipment. WJ meets with these clients
to review meter readings and help them
plan for the time when machines need to
be replaced. The second approach is a
basic supply program that delivers toner
on a just-in-time basis.
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With expertise in the copier business the
transition to managed print was a natural
extension, says Chaney. “Most IT departments are experts in software, network
support and security but few have been
trained in break-fix,” he says. “Our copier
division has break-fix capabilities so we
can provide that and eliminate some unnecessary capital expenditures.”
Offering managed print extends WJ’s
Copier Division capabilities. “With copiers,” says Chaney, “if you renew a lease
you have little to offer for three years or
more. If we also sell a managed print contract on printers at that location, it gives
us a reason to be back on a regular basis.”
The data that the MPS program provides
enables WJ customers to run their businesses more efficiently. Often customers
with multiple printers might be using one
unit much more than another. Pointing
this out and having them redeploy the
equipment can help make units last longer, Chaney suggests.
The program also establishes tighter controls for supply purchases. “One customer had 19 printers and $2,000 worth of
supplies, but $900 of that was for equipment they no longer had,” he reports. With
managed print and just-in-time delivery,
customers can reduce their investment
and spread out costs on a predetermined
monthly basis that takes into account the
number of copies they generate.
After taking a couple of different approaches, Chaney now has his office
products sales team sell managed print.
With more sales coming through the Internet the typical salesperson doesn’t have
as much face-to-face time with customers. With that reality it makes sense to give
salespeople more products to represent,
he suggests. Two salespeople sell office
products and janitorial supplies, and two
sell office products along with copiers and
managed print services.

Embroidery As a
Growth Business
At Navrat’s in Emporia, Kansas, business
is steady in five main areas including promotional products. Corporate clothing
and apparel falls under the promotional
banner, and that side of the business has
been growing close to 30% a year since
Richard Duncan, president and owner,
started pursuing it back in 2011.
“There was an embroidery shop about a
block away and the owner was getting
ready to close it,” explains Duncan. The
owner of that business was considering
moving the business to her home, but
Duncan offered to bring that business
into an area at Navrat’s that was no longer being used “We moved her and her
equipment over here and she continued
her business. My salespeople promoted
the clothing, and it took off.”

He says that a growing number of businesses are providing some sort of clothing
for their employees. Financial institutions
and professional offices tend to be good
customers. Customers with employees
who work outdoors also frequently require
some sort of clothing or uniform.
Five sales reps are out in the field and
pretty much cover the eastern half of
Kansas. “We sell to our current customers
and also cater to local walk-in traffic. Every customer outside of Emporia is marketed to by our sales team,” says Duncan.

“The salesperson identifies the need at
the highest level and then transfers the relationship,” says Duncan. Key to the process is having a person inside who knows
apparel really well. “The inside person
usually takes over and finishes the deal.
After that, follow-up orders and continuing orders go through that inside person,
unless the salesperson feels comfortable
enough to handle it and turn in the orders.” The salesperson is always available
to handle any issues that might arise.
“The trickiest part if you are trying to do
business in house is to find people who
can run the embroidery machines,” says
Duncan. After the previous owner retired
he was able to find someone with experience. When he needed to add a second
operator he chose someone who picked
up the skill relatively quickly.
Apparel wholesalers supply most of the
clothing being sold. “We price everything
pretty competitively so we really don’t
make money on the embroidery,” explains
Duncan. It is more of a service. Yet that
service and the finished quality are critical
to keep the business on track.
In the past when his embroidery capabilities were stretched to the limit he would
employ the service of a contract shop.
Controlling quality is always a concern,
and he has learned which shops provide
the best work. He just recently purchased
additional machines to minimize the need
for outside services.
The embroidery machines are programmable and the digitization of the work is
a primary contributor to the quality of finished goods. “You need to have a good
digitizer who is experienced and can work
with different fabrics and different styles,”
he adds.
“If you are getting into if from scratch, and
don’t want to mess with the embroidery,
you need to find a good contract embroiderer who is close by,” he says. “You will
probably be in pretty good shape, but rec-
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ognize that some of the control will be out
of your hands.”

Success Selling
Janitorial Paper
Products
In Tuscaloosa, Alabama, Kyle Office Solutions promotes its ability to serve as the
single-source destination for the complete range of business needs.
The dealership promotes the single-source
concept continually and that has enabled
the dealership to expand its business to
take in a wide range of categories.
When companies source their business
supplies from a variety of sources expenses add up. They have to cut multiple purchase orders, receive the goods, process
them and write checks to different vendors. “Our customers are cognizant of the
consolidation factor and see it as a good
thing,” says Chris Kyle, vice president.

The company had pursued sales of janitorial products with mixed success for a
number of years. That changed in mid2013 when a local hospital approached
Kyle to supply towels and tissue.
“We had been giving them desktop delivery of office products for more than 20
years,” says Kyle. “Now we sell them toilet tissue and multi-fold towels. We bring
in cases of product twice a week and
replenish storage areas on each of seven floors, which saves their staff a lot of
man-hours of labor.”

Success with selling just a couple of SKUs
has translated into some really strong
growth for the dealership in the category. And plans are in the works to become
even more active with this customer to
save them more money and grow sales
even more.

When the time is right the salesperson will
introduce the idea of buying a copier from
JD, and if that makes sense, he or she will
begin the process. The copier technician
closes the deal and frequently convinces
the client to come aboard with the all-important service agreement.

Copier Sales and
Service Propel
Growth

Previously JD was only able to offer customers the warranty that was offered by
the factory. “Now we can offer service
contracts and warranty machines beyond
what the factory offers,” adds Gold. That
warranty capability has propelled growth
overall and generated additional profits.

Copier sales has been a regular offering at
JD Office Products for the past 20 years or
more yet it’s only recently that the category has taken on increased importance and
become the Chatsworth, California-based
dealership’s fastest growing category.

In the near future JD will launch a new
website, which will include a more
complete section on copier sales. Copier
promotional materials are also in development.

JD Office Products
“We had a technician on staff doing repairs for us part-time a number of years,”
explains David Gold, president of JD.
“About two years ago we expanded his
role to full-time and he has become more
active in a copier sales role.”
The full sales team at JD has the green
light to sell the complete range of copier
products. “Selling copiers is just like selling any other office products,” says Gold.
“Except they tend to be bigger ticket
items and generally tend to be more profitable for us.” The sales force, however,
doesn’t usually lead with copier sales.
“A lot of companies, especially when it
comes to big volume purchases, don’t
think that small companies can handle
their needs,” says Gold. Those companies
need to be convinced that JD can actually deliver the goods, and usually it takes
doing business with them for a while until
they learn that JD is as qualified, or more,
as any supplier they might choose to do
business with.

Opportunities
in Government
Fleet Sales
With the ability to sell under two federal
contracts through its membership in Independent Stationers, Supply Depot 2
Solutions has been supplying office and
school supplies to government accounts
and school districts across the country
since 2009.

In addition SD2 Solutions, a certified
minority-owned, local, small business,
markets office supplies, school supplies,
janitorial supplies and commercial printing to local companies in the Tampa, Florida area.
For the past three years, SD2Solutions has
also been involved in a growing business
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selling automotive, aircraft and marine
fleet supplies to the federal government.
It’s a business that Sam Desai, owner and
president, had some experience with.
“I used to be in the rental car business and
we used to buy commodities for cleaning and maintaining vehicles for Avis and
Budget,” says Desai. He had been buying
these products from the local branch of a
national company in the category and became friendly with its local representative.
Desai saw an opportunity in the government market that his supplier did not and
decided to do something about it. He
sat down with the supplier’s leadership
and negotiated a contract by which they
would support his efforts to obtain a federal contract selling automotive cleaners
and additives. At first SD2 pushed the
products primarily online but as their viability became clear, Desai went after government sales more aggressively.
He hired a sales rep who had previously
worked for his supplier to take his offering to government offices. The position
required someone with an industry background who was comfortable with the
more technical aspects of the products.
“People who have been around repairing
vehicles or airplanes have the best background,” says Desai.
His salesperson is only active part time,
but even with this limited approach his
business is enjoying rapid growth.
“We’ve been able to revive the products
that the army had been buying and get a
few more products on the contract,” says
Desai. In addition to its auto fleet line of
products Desai’s supplier also has its
own line of highly concentrated janitorial
chemicals.
“We get the private-label janitorial suppliers from them along with some branded
items we have on the FSSI contract,” says
Desai. “Our accounts can save costs on
a private-label brand and it is just as professional and effective as the name brand
items.”

A Found Market in
Corporate Apparel
“We recognized seven or eight years ago
the advances being made in new technology were resulting in declining sales of
traditional office products,” recalls Pam
Gonzalez, vice president at Gonzalez Office Products, Austin, Texas. “We knew
we needed to find alternatives if we were
really serious about continuing to grow.”

Based on the needs of its customers,
printing and promotional products was an
obvious choice for line extensions. Gonzalez OP developed a mini-business plan
around print and promo products and
found numerous opportunities for sales
growth. More recently sales of apparel
have come forward as another growth
driver.
What began with orders for one or two
golf shirts or T-shirts has evolved in the
last couple of years to include uniforms
for maintenance workers or corporate users. A niche business cropped up selling
scrubs or lab coats to medical, dental and
veterinary offices. “We do any apparel
with a logo on it,” says Gonzalez
Selling primarily to current customers,
Gonzalez found that the approach differed depending on the size of the account. With smaller accounts they ended
up selling to the same person. But with
larger, enterprise accounts, they learned it
was a different person or different department that was responsible for marketing
materials.

“Our account managers typically manage
the entire process for an account,” says
Gonzalez, “so whether it is office products, custom printing, promo products or
apparel they are the ones in the leadership position.” They rely on subject matter
experts for support in these categories.
For product knowledge and support Gonzalez uses specialist who reside with their
vendors. This arrangement has worked
out well but sales of these products tend
to be very labor intensive. As good as the
profit opportunities were, Gonzalez says
the intensive labor commitment of the
category presented a challenge to continued growth.
“Unlike office supplies, the whole process for apparel orders is manual,” explains Gonzalez. “From the proof and
the approval process to purchasing and
fulfillment there is no system integration
with any of the providers,” she points out.
There is no plug-in that works with your
front-end system, she adds, and none of
the industry technology providers make
an allowance for this sort of additional
functionality.
Working with a new technology provider Gonzalez Office Products launched
three new websites at the beginning of
the year using an independent platform.
“With a single shopping cart experience
customers can order office supplies, custom printing, promo products and apparel
in one shopping cart with one log on and
one checkout,” says Gonzalez.
That capability couldn’t have come at
a better time as the new versions of the
TCPN contracts that Gonzalez holds—
one in office products and one in school
supplies—both include custom printing,
promo products and apparel as supplemental categories. “That is a huge opportunity for our growth strategy,” concludes
Gonzalez.

Michael Chazin is a freelance writer specializing
in business topics. He can be reached at
mchazin503@comcast.net.
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S.P. Richards Gets Ready
to Fire Up the Growth
Engine for Dealers

A single word—Ignite—is the theme for S.P. Richards’ 2015 Advantage Business
Conference and, says senior vice president of marketing Jim O’Brien, it captures
perfectly what the SPR team hope to do for the dealer community’s growth ambitions in Las Vegas later this month.
“Knowledge is power and knowledge ignites,” says O’Brien. “Successful dealers
have a burning desire to grow and our program this year aims to give them plenty of
insight and information on key growth opportunities and the resources and support
to make the most of what they offer.”
On the following pages, we take a look at some of the ways SP will be seeking to
light a fire within the dealer community and focus independents on how to make
things uncomfortably for their competition!
continued on page 44 >>
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ABC 2015 SCHEDULE

Keynotes:

Sunday JUNE 21
		 Dealer Arrivals
6:00-8:00 PM

Networking Reception

Monday JUNE 22
7:00-8:00 AM

Breakfast

8:15-10:00 AM	General Session with
Keynote Speaker Jeremy Gutsche
10:15-11:30 AM

Dealer Seminar Session 1

11:45 AM-12:45 PM Lunch
1:00-2:15 PM

Dealer Seminar Session 2

2:30-3:45 PM

Dealer Seminar Session 3

6:30-9:30 PM

Las Vegas Nights Party

Tuesday JUNE 23
7:00-8:15 AM
8:30-11:30 AM

Jeremy GUTSCHE

Breakfast
Dealer Half-day Workshops

8:30-9:45 AM

Dealer Seminar Session 4

10:00-11:15 AM

Dealer Seminar Session 5

Monday JUNE 22
8:15-10:00 AM

		 Lunch (on Your Own)
1:00-2:15 PM

General Session: Jeremy Gutsche

Dealer Seminar Session 6

2:30-3:45 PM	Dealer Seminar Session 7

Founder of Trendhunter.com and author of the business bestseller Exploiting Chaos, Jeremy Gutsche has spoken to 150,000
people at over 200 events in recent years, making him one of
the most sought-after speakers on the convention circuit.

		 Dinner on Your Own
7:00 PM

Optional Evening Tours

Wednesday JUNE 24
7:00-8:00 AM

Gutsche is a creative globe-roamer who has put together with
TrendHunter.com the largest, most influential, most up-to-date
collection of cutting edge ideas available anywhere.

Breakfast

8:15-10:00 AM	General Session with
Keynote Speaker Simon Sinek
10:00 AM-4:15 PM

Business Solutions Expo

11:30 AM-1:00 PM

Lunch

4:00-4:15 PM
6:30-10:00 PM

In a remarkably short period of time, Trendhunter has become
a trusted showcase for “what’s next” in marketing, design,
technology, and other categories. The site has been featured or
cited in over 40,000 articles, and Gutsche himself has appeared
everywhere from Entertainment Tonight to the BBC.

Prize Drawings
Gala Cocktails, Dinner & Program

Thursday JUNE 25
		Departures

ABC attendees can look forward to a unique blend of viral new
trends, strategic frameworks and a contagious enthusiasm for
innovation that will generate thought-provoking insights on The
Next Big Thing and provide you with inspiration and tools to
generate ideas, stimulate creativity and unlock potential.
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Looking for the winning hand to
help grow your business?
Step up to the tables and place your bet on Independent Stationers. It’s a sure win with huge payoffs
as hundreds of independent dealers have benefited by joining. Independent Stationers adds value and
creates opportunities for independent dealers to gain a powerful edge like no other organization in
the industry.
Our “Royal Flush” of programs and services will provide numerous opportunities including:
Growing your sales to the Federal Government with our Federal Sales Program – participate on
the group held Schedule 75 and FSSI JanSan BPA.
Participating in our National Accounts Program and letting us help you find and approach
statewide, regional and national opportunities.
Lowering your cost of goods by buying direct from over 180 vendors or buying from our Regional
Distribution Centers to help you better manage your cost of goods and become more profitable
and competitive.
Directing more end-user traffic to your website with IntelliWeb – a digital marketing solution
which features a customized website landing page with responsive design, lead generation,
promotional opportunities and more!
Expanding your product offering with R3 Bunzl JanSan and R3 Safety product programs.

IGNITE
2015 ADVANTAGE BUSINESS CONFERENCE
JUNE 21-25, 2015 MGM GRAND LAS VEGAS

www.independentstationers.coop

Stop by booth 545 at S.P. Richards’ ABC Conference
to hear more details about our programs and services.
And, we’ll treat you like a high roller!
Or contact Tom Ashburn , Membership Development Representative, today:
317-579-1117
ashburn@independentstationers.coop

www.facebook.com/IndependentStationers

IGNITE
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Simon SINEK

Gala Dinner and Entertainment
with Under the Streetlamp

Wednesday JUNE 24

The final night gala dinner will be capped off with Under the
Streetlamp—one of America’s hottest new vocal groups composed of recent leading cast members from the Tony Award
winning sensation, Jersey Boys. They will provide an electrifying evening of classic hits, bringing their unique blend of tight
harmonies and slick dance moves to your favorite Doo-Wop,
Motown, and old time Rock ‘n’ Roll hits. Retro never sounded
so now!

8:15-10:00 AM
General Session: Simon Sinek
Described as “a visionary thinker with a rare intellect,” Simon
Sinek teaches leaders and organizations how to inspire people
to help build a world in which the vast majority of people go
home every day feeling fulfilled by their work.
A trained ethnographer, Sinek is the author of two books: the
global best seller, Start With Why: How Great Leaders Inspire
Everyone to Take Action and his newest book, Leaders Eat Last:
Why Some Teams Pull Together and Others Don’t.
Sinek’s unconventional and innovative views on business and
leadership have attracted international attention and have
earned him invitations to meet with an array of leaders and
organizations, including 3M, Disney, KPMG, Pfizer, NBC/Universal, jetBlue, the military, multiple government agencies and
entrepreneurs. Sinek has also had the honor of presenting his
ideas at the United Nations, the United States Congress and
to the senior leadership of the United States Air Force at the
Pentagon.

North American Office Products Awards
This year’s ABC will once again host the North American Office
Products Awards (NAOPA) in conjunction with OPI magazine.
Once again, attendees will have the opportunity to vote on the
coveted “Peoples’ Choice” Award, which will be presented at the
Gala Dinner on Wednesday before the evening’s entertainment.
Dealer Awards for Industry Achievement and Professional of
the Year will also be presented at the Gala Dinner. The Industry Achievement award will recognize someone who has made
an outstanding contribution to the advancement of the office
products industry while Professional of the Year honors will go to
an outstanding executive who has the potential to influence the
future of the independent dealer channel.
New product awards will be presented in the following categories
during the Expo: Core Office Supplies, Furniture, Technology,
Cleaning & Breakroom and Product Innovation of the Year.
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Dealer Education:
What’s On Offer
in Las Vegas
TIM WACKEL

SARITA MAYBIN

NICK LOMAX

TROY HARRISON

LEE SILBER

AMY BROWN

LUKE CHAPMAN

BRIAN BIRO

DENNIS CHOPKO

COLETTE CARLSON

CRAIG GREITZER

BECKY MANION

MICHAEL ROSS

DONNA SNYDER

LILLIAN YEH

BRIAN ERNST
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One of the hallmarks of the ABC
Conference is an extensive program of
industry education and this year is no
exception. Below, we take a look at some
of the seminars and workshops that will
be on tap in Las Vegas.

Smart Prospecting, Simplified
SPEAKER:

Tim Wackel, The Wackel Group

TARGET AUDIENCE:

sales representatives,

sales managers
Good sales people share a common
goal—make more money! And that
means more prospecting. If your
prospecting efforts aren’t producing
results or you’re simply frustrated with
your current plan, this workshop is for
you! Tim Wackel will help you and your
team learn how to craft the perfect
elevator speech, get around the voice
mail/email barriers that most reps face,

capture attention and demonstrate
professional persistence without
becoming a pest.

that cause people to respond, how to
make the most of networking at the
“virtual water cooler,” cracking the code
of cross-generational communication
and more.

How to Maintain High-Touch
Relationships in High-Tech
Times

S.P. Richards Town Hall Meeting

SPEAKER: Communications

SPEAKERS: S.P.

expert Sarita

Maybin
TARGET AUDIENCE:

Richards Company’s
Senior Executive Team
TARGET AUDIENCE:

all

Technology has taken over as the
primary means of communication
yet conversations are still crucial to
relationship-building, both professionally
and personally. This upbeat presentation
provides real-life strategies for
maintaining “high-touch” relationships
while taking advantage of the innovations
of “high-tech” times. Highlights include
how to compose reader-friendly emails

owners

Join senior level management from S.P.
Richards for an informational Town Hall
Meeting. Executives will cover a variety
of topical and timely industry issues
and take questions from the audience.
Seating is limited to ensure interaction
and registration for this event is available
on a first-come, first-served basis.
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YOU
NEED
organization tools
WE HAVE




TWO-TONE
POLY PORTFOLIOS

Stylish two-tone material
Eye-catching mirror
finish on exterior
Durable, super
heavyweight poly
resists tearing

CLI-34701, Gray/Green
CLI-34705, Blue/Orange

(800) 323-6084
c-line.com
JUNE 2015

Visit us at Booth #533
at the SPR ABC

Endorse™ Collection
Endorse is a multi-functional collection of seating and
occasional tables designed to support the constantly
expanding range of applications throughout the
workplace.
For more information, visit
hon.com/endorse

Stop by BOOTH 417 at the S.P. Richards ABC show for a
chance with win a trip to the HON Chicago Resource Center for
training along with an extended stay in Chicago.
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Sleep. Eat. Tweet. Repeat.
We live and breathe social media
so you can run your business.
#getsocial
FWMROCKS.COM
877.813.6390
Visit us at Booth 772 - Advantage Business Conference 2015

SELL BEAUTIFULLY.
PROFIT PERFECTLY.
7-cart eCommerce:
a uniquely positioned
eCommerce product for
dealers with a vision
stop by to see us at

ABC 2015 Booth #752

Mobile Ready
Catalog Management
Custom Design Capabilities
SEO Friendly
Order (EDI) Integration
No Long-term Contract

& more...

www.logicblock.com
JUNE 2015
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OnPoint with Facilities and
Breakroom Solutions

Smart Sales Hiring

Think Quick (Act Fast)

SPEAKER: Troy

SPEAKER: OP

Nick Lomax, VP of Sales,
Facilities & Breakroom Solutions, S.P.
Richards Company

Associates

SPEAKER:

owners, sales
managers, sales representatives

TARGET AUDIENCE:

Discover the tools and information that
can propel you and your team deeper
into solution selling and owning the
off-carpet area with your customers.
The program is targeted at the dealer
who already understands the basics
but needs a boost in finding the keys
to unlock the true profit centers in the
janitor’s closet and safety supplies. You
will hear some live dealer testimony on
what has worked and what hasn’t in
helping them grow their FBS business
aggressively in the past few years.

Harrison, Troy Harrison &

TARGET AUDIENCE:

owners, VPs of sales,

sales managers
It’s hard to get the right results with the
wrong people but unfortunately, too
many sales managers and business
owners approach sales hiring as a black
art, rather than a business process.
This program will show you how to hire
with your head and not your gut. Topics
include building a repeatable hiring
process, effective and quick resume
screening, interviewing to win and more.

veteran and best-selling
author Lee Silber

TARGET AUDIENCE:

all

Today, business moves at the speed
of thought. The faster you can think on
your feet, the better off you are. Discover
techniques to accelerate your thought
processes and enable you to spot
opportunities others have missed and
act on them quickly. Learn how to think
up new and improved ways to “wow”
your customers, get them the goods they
need and build a path to more revenue
and lower costs.

continued on page 51 >>
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Target Your Marketing and Be
More Effective

Creating an Effective and
Proactive Internal Sales Team

Improve Margin By Up to Four
Points in Ninety Days

Amy Brown, ECi Software
Solutions

Luke Chapman, CEO &
Founder, The Business Performance
Group

SPEAKER: Amy

SPEAKER:

TARGET AUDIENCE: owners

This session will show how ECi’s
Acsellerate product can make
marketing more effective with targeted
communications and why it’s better
to execute a marketing campaign to a
subset of targeted customers based
on the facts of the data vs. a “toss it
in the field” approach. Learn how to
use data on your customers’ purchase
patterns along with integrated CRM to
communicate with the right customers,
about the right products, at the right
time!

SPEAKER:

TARGET AUDIENCE:

owners, sales managers

Do your salespeople spend their time
farming and never hunting? Do you
struggle with affecting change in your
sales team? Are you concerned that your
team visits the same people over and
over again? Do you want to make your
internal team more proactive but haven’t
the formula to do so? This session is
designed to aid you in either re-shaping
your team’s focus in order to be more
proactive or integrating an alternative
solution for your business development
needs.

Brown, ECi Software

Solutions
TARGET AUDIENCE:

owners

Join the Acsellerate experts and learn
how they have helped dealers improve
margins by two to four percentage points
in just 90 days. By identifying lowmargin accounts and low-margin items
and re-evaluating the sales and pricing
structure, dealers can put a process in
place to grow. This session gives dealers
the best practices to manage low margin
items and contracts, as well as how to
recommend more profitable substitutes.

continued on page 52 >>

Patient Sign-In Label Forms

Integrated Label Forms

Shipping and Handling Products

Improve Accuracy, Increase Effciency, Reduce Costs

Letter Paper at top ...

#: 1Z 2F0

TRACKING

UPS GRO

UND

F00 03 3789

7290

NM 338

9 – 06

• Climate Labels
• Do Not Stack Labels
• Quality /Production Labels
• Packing List & Invoice Labels
• Shipping Labels
Built-In Labels at bottom

NEW Catalog
Coming Soon!

Great for doctor and dentist offices, hospitals & labs.

See us June 24 at Booth #661, S.P. Richards ABC Conference in Las Vegas NV.
Become a Dealer Today! • 1-800-TABBIES • www.tabbies.com • www.tabbiescustomlabels.com
JUNE 2015
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Breakthrough Leadership
SPEAKER: Brian

Biro, Brian Biro
Enterprises, LLC

Enriching Sales and Customer
Satisfaction
SPEAKER: Dennis

Chopko, Killing Herb,

TARGET AUDIENCE: all

Inc.

Every day you seek to break through
with customers to generate loyalty,
satisfaction, and relationships. The key
to lasting success in business, however,
is breaking through with your own team
members so they eagerly embrace
personal responsibility, committed
purpose and leadership. Find out how
you can lead them to see themselves
as breakthrough leaders and focus
persistently on what they CAN do rather
than wasting time and energy on the
things they don’t control.

TARGET AUDIENCE:

Power Interviewing - Making
Better Hires Through Better
Interviewing
SPEAKER: Troy

sales representatives,

Harrison, Troy Harrison &

Associates

sales managers

TARGET AUDIENCE:

Join sales and customer service
expert Dennis Chopko as he shares
practical, easy-to-implement sales
tips that increase sales and customer
satisfaction. Topics include techniques to
immediately improve sales effectiveness
and customer loyalty, how to measure
the success of a sales call, how to create
differentiation while using the telephone,
overcoming loyalty to another provider,
how to develop and deliver a high-level
winning sales proposal and more.

sales managers

owners, VPs of sales,

More hires are won or lost through the
interview process than any other phase
of hiring. In this program, Troy Harrison
will show how to improve your hires by
improving your interviewing skills. Topics
include staying detached, the first and
second interviews, what happens after
the interview and more.

continued on page 53 >>

Visit us in Booth #254 at the
2015 S.P. Richards Advantage
Business Conference Expo.

The brands you trust
in your home...
for your business.
Consumer branded products have long been appreciated by commercial customers like
you for their superior performance and convenient, easy-to-use formulations. You trust
these popular brands in your home, why settle for anything less in your business?

Copyright © 2015 Sealed Air. All rights reserved fantastik®, glade®, Pledge®, Scrubbing Bubbles®, Windex® and Ziploc® are
trademarks used under authority of S.C. Johnson & Son, Inc., Racine, WI, U.S.A
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Three Truths Female Leaders
Need to Know

E-commerce and Mobile
Commerce—What’s New?

SPEAKER: HR

SPEAKERS:

expert Colette Carlson

Co-Sponsored by S.P. Richards
Company and OPWIL (Office Products
Women in Leadership)
TARGET AUDIENCE:

all women

Want to be recognized, respected and
rewarded in your career? Want to be
tapped for your leadership potential?
Join Colette as she delivers the latest
research and strategies specific to
women in leadership. Gain the selfawareness and success skills necessary
to become an authentic, credible and
confident leader—and laugh out loud
along the way. Deliver positive results for
your company or organization by learning
how to cultivate your connections,
identify, access and develop strategic
relationships, eliminate self-deprecating
language and self-sabotaging behaviors
and more.

Becky Manion and Michael

Ross, ECi
TARGET AUDIENCE:

owners

Learn about e-commerce and mobile
commerce trends and how to leverage
them to grow your business and deepen
your relationship with your customers.
This session will show you how to
utilize the ECi options to reinforce your
brand presence online as well as launch
new commerce channels powered by
smart phones and tablets. Also on the
agenda: how ECi is enabling dealers to
provide rich branding and theming to
their e-commerce site, provide corporate
landing websites and more.

GOPD—Maximize the Power of
Your GOPD System
Donna Snyder and Kevin
Schell, GOPD

Craig Greitzer, BMI (Business
Management International)
SPEAKER:

owners, sales &
marketing managers

TARGET AUDIENCE:

Join Craig Greitzer as he presents
the latest versions of BMI’s desktop
and mobile e-commerce sites. The
desktop site presentation will feature
all of the latest S.P. Richards/Etilize
enhancements, in addition to BMI’s
standard e-commerce functionality. Craig
will also lead an open discussion on
e-commerce trends and best practices.

SPEAKER:

Lillian Yeh, The Thalerus Group

owners, sales &
marketing managers

TARGET AUDIENCE:

SPEAKERS:

Desktop and Mobile
E-Commerce Optimized for SP
Richards

Using Webstore to Enhance
Brand Identity

owners, managers,
sales representatives

TARGET AUDIENCE:

On the web, your competitors are only a
click away. That makes it critical for your
shopping cart to be integrated into your
business operations and be identifiable
and relevant for customers. Learn
strategies for managing and building
interaction, optimizing and improving site
usability and delivering customer service
by utilizing the flexibility of GOPD and
programs created by S.P. Richards such
as SearchPro and Campaign Advantage
to drive business.

Discover how Thalerus can give dealers
the ability to design and manage their
e-commerce sites on their own at any
time using VibeNet’s Webstore GUI
Designer tool. Dealers will learn how
to tailor their Webstores to optimize
sales and drive aggressive marketing
strategies by adding/changing images,
banners, meta description, keywords,
web pages, functions, menus and
much more. Session highlights include
VibeNet’s Rewards Loyalty program,
Coupons, Locational and Mobile Devices
Webstore, Google Analytics and Adwords
capabilities.

What’s New in ERP?
SPEAKER:

Brian Ernst, ECi

TARGET AUDIENCE:

owners

Come and learn about ECi’s DDMS
and new Red Falcon ERP systems and
how these are designed for dealers of
every size and vertical. Find out how ECi
and the products and services options
it offers can help you optimize your
gross profit, improve efficiencies and
effectiveness of every department and
sell new product and services.

continued on page 54 >>
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Workshops and Seminars
Monday JUNE 22

Target Audience

Seminars/Workshops

Session 1:

sales managers,
sales representatives

Smart Prospecting, Simplified (Tim Wackel)

all

How to Maintain High-Touch Relationships in High-Tech Times
(Sarita Maybin)

owners only

S.P. Richards Town Hall Meeting (SPR Executives)

owners, sales managers,
sales representatives

OnPoint with Facilities and Breakroom Solutions
(Nick Lomax)

owners, sales managers

Smart Sales Hiring (Troy Harrison)

all

Think Quick (Act Fast) (Lee Silber)

owners, marketing managers

Target Your Marketing and Be More Effective (Amy Brown)

sales managers,
sales representatives

Smart Prospecting, Simplified (Tim Wackel)

all

How to Maintain High-Touch Relationships in High-Tech Times
(Sarita Maybin)

owners, sales managers

Creating an Effective and Proactive Internal Sales Team
(Luke Chapman)

owners, sales managers

Smart Sales Hiring (Troy Harrison)

all

Think Quick (Act Fast) (Lee Silber)

owners, sales managers,
sales representatives

OnPoint with Facilities and Breakroom Solutions
(Nick Lomax)

owners, sales managers

Improve Margin by up to Four Points in Ninety Days (Amy Brown)

all

Breakthrough Leadership (Brian Biro)

Three-hour Workshops

sales managers,
sales representatives

Enriching Sales & Customer Satisfaction: An S.P. Richards Value-Added Workshop (Dennis Chopko)

Session 4:

owners, sales managers

Power Interviewing (Troy Harrison)

Session 5:

all women

Three Truths Female Leaders Need to Know (Colette Carlson)

owners, sales managers

Power Interviewing (Troy Harrison)

owners, sales managers

Creating an Effective and Proactive Internal Sales Team
(Luke Chapman)

owners, sales managers,
marketing mangers

Desktop and Mobile E-Commerce Optimized for S.P. Richards
(Craig Greitzer)

owners

E-commerce and Mobile Commerce —What’s New?
(Becky Manion, Michael Ross)

owners, sales managers,
sales representatives

GOPD—Maximize the Power of Your GOPD System
(Donna Snyder, Kevin Schell)

owners, sales managers,
marketing mangers

Using Webstore to Enhance Brand Identity (Lillian Yeh)

owners

What’s New in ERP? (Brian Ernst)

10:15-11:30 AM

Session 2:
1:00-2:15 PM

Session 3:
2:30-3:45 PM

Tuesday JUNE 23
8:30-11:30 AM

8:30-9:45 AM

10:00-11:15 AM

Session 6:
1:00-2:15 PM

Session 7:
2:30-3:45 PM

continued on page 55 >>
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Exhibitor’s and Booth #’s (As of May 13, 2015)
3M...................................... 365

Cosco................................. 531

HPFI.................................... 701

A T Cross Company............. 777

Crayola, Llc......................... 632

HSM of America.................. 227

Abco................................... 711

Dart/Solo Cup Co................ 247

Iceberg Enterprises............. 405

AbilityOne........................... 642

Datum Storage................... 601

Imation .............................. 113

ACCO Brands...................... 429

Deflecto.............................. 304

Impact Products, LLC.......... 260

ACCO Brands/Quartet......... 727

Dial Corporation.................. 273

Imprint Plus........................ 745

Acme United Corporation.... 646

Diverse ID........................... 742

Independent Stationers....... 545

Advantus Corporation......... 179

Diversey............................. 254

International Paper............. 577

Akro-Mils............................ 155

Dixon Ticonderoga
Company............................ 630

Iris USA............................... 208

DMI Furniture ............. 310, 700

Johnson & Johnson............ 177

Alba.................................... 203
Alliance Rubber Co............. 647
AMAX................................. 669
American Tombow.............. 771
Amplivox............................. 202
Amrep................................ 277
Artistic Softalk Nudell......... 103
Avanti Products................... 279
Avery Dennison-Gris/Monarch
Products & Services............ 749
Avery Products Corp........... 465
Balt/Best-Rite............. 101, 721
Baumgartens...................... 675
Beaumont Products,Inc....... 171
Bic Corporation................... 523
BiSilque - MasterVision....... 401
Blazer Brusa Sales.............. 679
Brecknell............................ 760
Bright Air............................ 378
Brother International Corp... 133
Buddy Products.................. 302
Bush........................... 207, 517
Business Mangament
International (BMI).............. 653
Business
Performance Group............. 775
Business Source................. 659
Canon USA......................... 222
Chartpak/Maco................... 758
Chenille Kraft...................... 634

Domtar............................... 565
Durable Office
Products Corp..................... 729
Eci Software Solutions........ 623
Eco-Products, Inc................ 275
Education .......................... 633
Elite Image......................... 218
Elmer’s Products, Inc ......... 636
Energizer............................ 145
eQuality
Internet Services................. 644
e-Quantum......................... 776
ES Robbins......................... 107
Esselte................................ 731
Eurotech Seating................ 609
Falcon Safety Products....... 121
Fellowes, Inc....................... 571

ITW Professional Brands..... 253
Kantek, Inc.......................... 214

Nestle Waters
North America..................... 352
Newell Rubbermaid............ 457
Nightingale Seating............. 709
Nine to Five........................ 513
NOPA & OFDA..................... 753
Norstar Office Products/
Boss Office Products........... 712
Numi Organic Tea............... 376
Office Partners.................... 654
Office Snax......................... 165
Office Star Products............ 501

Katun Media Sciences........ 117

Officemate International
Corp................................... 649

Kaz Usa, Inc........................ 173

OPWIL................................ 773

Kellogg’s / Keebler.............. 350

Pacon Corporation.............. 624

KFI Seating......................... 605

Papa Nicholas..................... 159

Kid’s in Need Foundation.... 779

Paris Business.................... 733

Kimberly-Clark
Professional........................ 346

Pentel Of America............... 656

Lathem , Inc........................ 115
Lee Products...................... 770
Lesro.................................. 708

Pepsi/Quaker Products........ 268
Phoenix Safe....................... 719
Pilot Pen Corporation
of America.......................... 673

Saunders Mfg Co................ 650
Sealed Air Corporation........ 665
Sentry Safe......................... 211
Seventh Generation............ 147
Shop-Vac Corp.................... 157
ShurTech............................ 549
Smead Manufacturing........ 477
Smuckers........................... 370
Solo ................................. 300
Soundview Paper................ 252
Special T............................. 608
SPR Marketing.................... 345
Staedtler Mars Ltd.............. 648
Starbucks Coffee
Company............................ 249
Stout.................................. 167
Strickland Paper................. 746
Stride Inc............................ 751
Sugar Foods Corp............... 272
Tabbies............................... 661
Tarifold............................... 527
Tatco.................................. 153

Pinnacle Frames and
Accents ............................. 209

Tennsco.............................. 204

Lion Office Products, Inc..... 555
Logicblock, Inc .................. 752

Plantronics, Inc................... 226

The Highlands Group.......... 743

Logitech............................. 119

PM Company LLC............... 547

The Turbon Group............... 212

Lorell.................................. 301

Portucel Soporcel
North America..................... 764

TOPS Products.................... 451

Lexmark............................. 221

Thalerus Group................... 778

Lorell Diamond
Showroom.......................... 215

Proctor & Gamble............... 264

Touchstone
Motivation Group................ 443

Martin Furniture.................. 617

Pyramid Time Systems....... 125

Trend Enterprises, Inc......... 628

Martin Yale.......................... 768

Quality Park........................ 471

TriMega Purchasing............ 622

Master Caster/Master
Manufacturing.................... 105

R C Bigelow, Inc.................. 151

Unger Enterprises, Inc......... 270

Rayovac.............................. 248

Georgia Pacific/
Dixie Food Service.............. 259

Master Lock Company........ 251

Unimed............................... 274

Reckitt Benckiser................ 271

Ghent Mfg................... 201, 707

Max Usa Corp..................... 769

Rediform, Inc...................... 677

US Stamp & Sign/
Identity Group..................... 643

Maxell of America............... 220

Right Angle Products........... 613

Velcro USA Inc.................... 645

Mayline Group............ 206, 612

Verbatim Americas, LLC...... 228

MBA-MBS........................... 537

Roaring Spring
Paper Products................... 667

Medline.............................. 278

Rochester Midland Corp...... 372

Virco, Inc............................. 704
Vistar.................................. 276

FireKing...................... 109, 705
Fiskars Brands, Inc.............. 755
Floortex.............................. 205
Fortune Web Marketing....... 772
Genuine Joe....................... 265

GoJo Industries, Inc............ 245
GOPD, LLC.......................... 774
Green Mountain
Coffee Roasters.................. 344

Victor Technology................ 127

Methods in Motion.............. 655

City of Hope........................ 553

Group Lacasse/
United Chair........................ 600

Royal Consumer Products... 651

microMICR Corporation ...... 123

Royal Sovereign.................. 551

Webster Industries.............. 256

Clearly Innovative............... 703

Hausmann.......................... 507

Millennium Mat Company... 374

Safco.......................... 411, 723

Werner Company................ 246

Henkel................................ 652

MMF Industries................... 557

SalesTactix......................... 149

West Rock Coffee............... 161

Hewlett-Packard................. 233

MyAnalyst Pro..................... 331

Samsill............................... 529

Xstamper............................ 744

Hirsh................................... 725

NAOPA................................ 445

Samsonite.......................... 308

Zebra Pen Corporation........ 543
Zoll Medical........................ 250

Chicago Lighthouse............ 535

C-Line Products, Inc............ 533
Clorox................................. 354
Coffee Pro........................... 175

HON.....................417, 542, 561

Neenah Papers................... 748

Sandusky Lee Corp............. 716

Compatico/Lorell................ 616

Honeywell Safety................ 258

Nestle Professional............. 266

ComplyRight....................... 525

Horizon............................... 345

Sanitaire By
Electrolux........................... 255

Colgate-Palmolive............... 169
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Dealer Challenge and Opportunity:

The Future of You and
Your Workforce (Part I of II)
By Bill Kuhn

Baby boomers are retiring, Generation X is moving into middle
age and millennials are soon to become the dominant generation
in the workforce. Each generation presents challenges and
opportunities for your dealership. How will you attract and retain
a workforce that will be the key to your future? First, dealers must
address who they are and then determine who they are trying to
attract to their workforce.
Face it. We are not a glamorous industry. Many see our industry
as rather dull and unexciting. That’s the challenge. But there are
significant opportunities for an independent dealership to appeal
to today’s workforce and present itself as an attractive place to
call home.

Know Yourself. An engaged workforce begins with you as dealer
principal. Know yourself. Assess your own abilities, management
style, behaviors and attitudes, as well as the traits and skills of
your management team.
Know Your Culture. Understand your existing culture. Do you
have a culture that can truly engage a workforce at all levels and
positions within your dealership? Can you describe your culture
and would your people describe it the same way?
Have your employees articulate what they feel your culture is,
including your dealership’s purpose, values and integrity and
ask them to evaluate the teamwork and relationships within the
organization.

Who would want to work for you and why? That will heavily
depend upon you, your culture, differing characteristics and how
you and your employees at all levels relate to one another.
JUNE 2015
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You may have homework to do before you
even begin to recruit newcomers such as
millennials. You have the advantage of
management by walking around, of being
able to get to know your employees in
person.
Define the culture you want—presumably
one that can attract people at all levels
and positions within your dealership
and one that can be attractive to each
of the generational categories in today’s
workforce.
Know What Makes You Different. No
two dealers are alike. These differing
characteristics will determine who
may be attracted to your business and
why. Describe each of your specific
characteristics. The following are four
examples.
1. Location: You may be in a small
or large community, urban or
suburban setting. These factors
influence the distance someone is
willing or able to commute to work
from where they live. Cost of living
and market conditions will vary by
market location, unemployment rate,
housing market costs and availability,
diverse or less diverse market mix
(such as commercial healthcare,
and government market sectors).
These locational factors impact labor
availability and pay.
2. Size and reputation: Dealers differ
by size in terms of revenue, number
of employees, market longevity,
reputation and customer base. Are
you a long-established dealership with
market dominance, a new start-up or
somewhere in between?
3. Customer characteristics: Are your
customers large (Fortune 1000) or
small, primarily a younger versus an
older workforce, high or low tech,
more price versus service conscious,
more liberal (e.g., pro-environment)
than conservative? Are they interested
in personal visits from your staff or
JUNE 2015

do they instead want everything
automated?
4. Internal staff relationships: There
continues to be an issue within the
dealer workforce of insuring different
generational groups work effectively
with one another. Who will want
to work for you and why will be
significantly impacted by how you
address these relationships. If your
workforce can’t work well together
and serve one another, how can you
expect them to effectively work with
and serve your customers?
Know Whom You Are Trying to Attract.
Identify the positions that may need to
be filled. Will you be looking for positions
in sales, operations, technical support,
clerical, service and support, managers,
leaders, future owners?
Do you want experience, education,
loyalty, potential longevity, self-starters,
people who want to be empowered?
I believe dealers have several advantages
they can draw on to attract new talent.
First of all, size matters and “Small is
beautiful.”
Independent dealers are not driven by
Wall Street and the need to meet investor
expectations every quarter. Many Gen
Xer’s have been burned by layoffs at large
corporations. Millennials find it hard to
find a reason for being part of a Fortune
1000 organization or the ability to make a
contribution that goes beyond the basics
of their job.
Those millennials may well find a small
business like yours more attractive
than a Fortune 1000 alternative. Large
companies—admittedly, not all—often
define HR as a function that exists mainly
to benefit and protect the company. That’s
a rather sad definition and independents
can make HR much more human for their
employees.

based service offering to it represents
another significant advantage when it
comes to attracting millennials.
Dealers who are dedicated to their
community reap many benefits. This may
not necessarily translate into immediate
additional revenue, but it certainly can
spur growth longer term and serve as a
hot button for millennials.
Be involved in areas that will be interesting and meaningful, both to you and to
your potential staff. Can you further the
environmental interests of potential employees by emphasizing recycled/green
products, using more energy-efficient vehicles, facilitating employee carpooling?
In addition to healthcare, your employee
benefit package could include such things
as providing paid time off to volunteer or
perform some type of local community
service or matching employee donations
to a non-profit organization.
This year, a one-hundred year old
company in my city just announced it is
celebrating its anniversary by providing
100 good deeds to the community.
Impressive? You betcha! Will it cost some
additional money? Yes. Will it attract and
retain a better workforce? I’m sure it will.
Your revenue, monetary value and ROI are
critical to your success. But the intrinsic
characteristics that make your company
what it is are equally important and they
will impact your bottom line.
Next month: How you can manage those
characteristics to meet the challenges
of generational issues in today’s diverse
workforce.

Bill Kuhn, principal of William E. Kuhn & Associates,
is a noted industry consultant who has been writing
about the office products and office furniture
industries for over 35 years. Contact Bill by phone:
303-322-8233, or e-mail: BillKuhn1@cs.com.

Your ability to identify with your local
market community and provide a values-
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How to Give and Get
By Troy Harrison

Referrals. They’re the Holy Grail of the
sales profession and while every salesperson wants them, very few have a good
understanding of how to handle a referral
so that everyone—giver, getter and referred party—gets what they want. Here’s
a case in point:
I received this email a week ago from a
contact of mine: “Troy, I met with X yesterday for the first time and immediately I
thought of connecting him with you. He’s
a local guy, lots of experience, and could
be valuable to the right organizations that
need help getting some sales rolling fast.”
Notice what ISN’T there? I know that he
has “lots of experience,” but not what the
experience is. Is he a sales guy, an operations guy, a consultant, etc.? Also, I
don’t know what the agenda for a meeting
would be.
A day later, I received a voicemail from X.
“Hi, Troy,” it said. “This is X. We were introduced in an email. I have some clients
but I’d like to have more and I thought
you could send me some. Please call me
back.”
So now I know that he wants some clients—apparently my clients—but I still
don’t know what he does.
So I responded like this: “I received your
message but to be honest, I’m unclear
on what you do. From our mutual friend,
I know that you have a lot of experience
(at something), and from your message
I know that you want more clients. How
about filling in some blanks? I don’t mean
JUNE 2015

to be difficult but these days my time is
at a premium and my meetings need to
have a clear agenda, objective and win.”
His response: “I’m open to suggestions.”
What happened here is that both people
involved perpetrated some of the biggest
mistakes that can be made when referring
one person to another and there will be
no meeting as a result. Want to make the
best impression on all involved in a referral situation? Here’s how:
For the referral giver:
Know and have trust in the person
you are referring. My guess is that the
person who sent me this introduction
doesn’t know what the person does
either. He just heard the word “sales” and
thought he’d send him my way.
Be clear and articulate the mutual win.
The best referrals contain a mutual win
for both parties. X’s win would be for me
to send him my clients. I still don’t know
the win for me. Neither person could
articulate that.
Make a mutual introduction. There are
any number of ways the referral giver
can help make a meeting happen. The
highest level is to convene a three-way
meeting; the next best is a personal
phone call, and the least productive
way is by an email of introduction. But
make sure the email provides enough
information to both parties on what the
other person does and why this meeting
should happen.
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For the referral receiver:
Be clear. Give your new contact a clear
and concise message about how the two
of you can add value to each other.
Name drop. This is one instance in
selling where name dropping helps. Use
the name of the person who introduced
you, even if the introduction is fresh.
People are very busy today and the more
context you can give, the better.
Focus on the mutual win. The best
referral meetings are ones where both
parties win. If you don’t have a reason
why your new referred contact wins
by meeting with you, then you’re just
coming at them with your hand out and
nobody likes that.
Follow up afterwards. Acknowledge
the referral with a handwritten thank you
note. Show your appreciation for one
referral and you’re liable to get more.
Referrals can provide wonderful opportunities to build your business. Ask for them
the right way, give them the right way and
handle them the right way and you will get
them for years to come.

Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You Mean
It!” and a speaker, consultant, and sales navigator
who helps companies build more profitable and
productive sales forces. For information on booking
speaking/training engagements, consulting, or to
sign up for his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603,
e-mail Troy@TroyHarrison.com, or visit www.
TroyHarrison.com.
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Can You Send Me Some Literature?
By Tim Wackel

It’s Monday morning and you’re planning
your week of sales calls. The phone rings
and suddenly you’re in a friendly conversation with Bob, a new prospect. Bob
seems like a nice enough guy and he’s
starting to look like a real opportunity.
But when you ask Bob about his decision
criteria you hear the words that all sales
people dread…”Oh, I’m just gathering
information for someone else.”
The atmosphere of the call has been
positive, so you decide to ask Bob who
the ultimate decision maker is. There is
a pause for what seems like an eternity
and then Bob says, “Sorry but I can’t do
that.” Sound familiar?
So what do you do now? Do you attempt
to go around Bob and get to the decision
maker or should you play along with the
“info gatherer?”
Info gatherers are pleasant to work with,
they offer little resistance to your ideas
and they provide welcome additions to
your pipeline report.
But what percentage of these opportunities do you win? What are your odds of
success when forced to deal only with
the info gatherer? If you aren’t tracking
this you should be…and the percentage
is low.
The percentage of opportunities that you
win when you are able to work with the
real decision maker is larger...significantly
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larger! That shouldn’t come as any great
surprise.
Here are two smart strategies you can
start using now to maximize your success with the info gatherers you meet.
I can’t guarantee that they will work for
you, but I can guarantee that they work.

#1. G
 et in front of the decision
maker.
(Brilliantly obvious…isn’t it?)
Make a list of compelling reasons why
the decision maker should give you 20
minutes. These reasons need to be focused on the benefits to them of meeting
with you—not on why you want to meet
with them. What are some potential
mistakes this conversation can help them
avoid or possible solution benefits that
they haven’t considered?
This is hard work but you only need to
do it once. Get other members of your
team to participate, brainstorm ideas
and scrub them until they are clear and
compelling.
Next, create a professional letter (NOT an
email) that provides compelling reasons
for an appointment. You also need to let
the decision maker know that you will be
calling to set up a time. It doesn’t hurt to
mention what a great job the info gatherer has done in gathering preliminary
data, either. Address the letter to the
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decision maker and have it delivered via
certified mail. This dramatically improves
the chances of your letter being read and
shows some creativity and initiative on
your part.
“But 20 minutes isn’t enough time for
this appointment!” you cry. If you plan,
engage and persuade properly, then
chances are you will get more than 20
minutes or at least get invited back. But
don’t try to wing this conversation. If you
think you can walk in and “wow” them
with no proper preparation, then please
just stay in the car.

#2. Walk away!
That’s right…I said walk. There is a polite
way to disengage from info gatherers
and I would recommend that you learn it
soon. There is more than enough business to go around and you will achieve
greater success pursuing 15 opportunities with real decision makers than chasing 30 deals with tire kickers. Focus your
energy on where you can add real value.
It isn’t about how hard you work—it’s
about how smart you work. Always has
been, always will be.

Tim Wackel is a veteran sales trainer and founder
and president of The Wackel Group, a training and
consulting firm dedicated to helping organizations
find, win and keep customers for life. To learn more,
visit www.timwackel.com.
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